THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 2010
5:30 – 7:00 PM
WILLARD INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL
1401 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, NW
WASHINGTON DC 20004

Over the last two decades, Wolfgang Huber has been a leading representative of the German Protestant Church. Following a twenty-year academic career that included professorships in Marburg and Heidelberg, he served as the Bishop of the Evangelical Church of Berlin-Brandenburg-Silesian Upper Lusatia from 1994 to 2009. From 2003 to 2009, he was chairman of the Council of the Evangelical Church in Germany, the governing body for the Protestant Church in Germany.

The Gerd Bucerius Lecture Series is an initiative of the Ebelin and Gerd Bucerius ZEIT Foundation.

PROGRAM

5:30 PM  DESSERT RECEPTION
6:00 PM  LECTURE

RSVP (ACCEPTANCES ONLY) BY JUNE 14
TEL 202-387-3355  FAX 202-387-6437
EMAIL EVENTS@GHI-DC.ORG

Photo Credit: A chaplain conducts mass for soldiers at Bolo Point airfield in Okinawa during the Korean War, July 19, 1951: Courtesy of Bettmann Corbis.